
CAT FOSTER AGREEMENT
 
Please note that while in your care you will be fully responsible for the animals that you are fostering
The animal you have agreed to take home on a foster basis may or may not have been fully vaccinated or health checked 
depending on individual circumstances.  You will be informed of the particular animal’s status and what, if any, medication or 
precautions are required.
         Animals that have not been fully vaccinated must not be taken into public areas where they could be at risk of infection.
         Cats must always be in a secure box.
 
Please inform us immediately if there are any health or other problems.  We will cover necessary vet costs but not grooming or 
other non-medical costs unless pre-arranged.  In all cases please consult Kirsten before taking an animal to the vet as we have 
preferred clinics. If a second opinion is sought by the fosterer, we will not cover the costs and will make any final decisions about the
treatment given.
Foster parents must apply to adopt animals through the normal procedures.
Under no circumstances must a foster animal be given to anyone else unless pre-arranged by Kirsten.
         I have read and understand the above
         I agree to take good care of the cat I am fostering
         I agree to return the cat to Kirsten when requested
         I agree that I will make the cat available to potential adopters
 
 
SIGNED ___________________________________Date: ______________________

 
 
 

FOSTER CARE AGREEMENT
 
 
Name of CATS:  
 
 
The foster parent has met the requirements for serving as a foster parent for animals from Kirsten’s Zoo and is called “Foster 
Parent” in this agreement.
 
This agreement is between Kirsten’s Zoo and the Foster Parent for the purpose of socializing certain animals and preparing these 
animals for successful adoptions into forever homes.

 
1. Care of the Animal. 

The Foster Parent agrees to:
         Provide a foster home for the above-named foster animal.
         Provide shelter, fresh water, wholesome food and loving attention to the foster animal.
         Obtain immediate veterinary care if the foster animal becomes ill or is injured, to our pre-approved veterinary clinic,
Acorn Veterinary Hospital (Tel: 25400228).
         Take the sick or injured foster animal to a pre-approved veterinary clinic.
         Keep a foster cat indoors at all times. Balcony area, windows closed.
         Never give or sign over the foster animal to any other person or shelter.

 
2. Lifetime Commitment and Euthanasia. 

Kirsten’s Zoo makes a lifetime commitment to its animals. If the Foster Parent should be unable or unwilling to care for the 
animal, he or she shall contact Kirsten’s Zoo immediately so that Kirsten’s Zoo may take possession of the animal.  The 
Foster Parent shall not, under any circumstances, abandon, give away, allow to run away, surrender to a shelter or 



euthanize, any animal that he or she has received from Kirsten’s Zoo. If a licensed veterinarian recommends euthanasia, 
the Foster Parents agrees to notify Kirsten’s Zoo before the euthanasia and speak directly with Kirsten Mitchell and provide 
the name and contact number of the veterinarian.  The veterinarian and Kirsten Mitchell will make the decision regarding 
euthanasia.
 

3. Seizure and Impounding of the Animal. 
If the animal shall, for any reason, be picked up by AFCD or other government agency, the Foster Parent will immediately 
contact Kirsten’s Zoo by phone or email and inform Kirsten Mitchell directly that the animal has been picked up and 
impounded and advise the animal’s location. The Foster Parent shall also, in that event, inform the authorities holding 
animal that the animal is the property of Kirsten’s Zoo and has microchip, provide contact information for Kirsten’s Zoo to 
the authorities and request that the authorities contact Kirsten’s Zoo immediately.  Under no circumstances will the Forster 
Parent agree to or allow the euthanasia of the animal.
 

4. No Guarantee. 
The Foster Parent understands that Kirsten’s Zoo does not guarantee the health or temperament of the above described 
cat.  
 

5. Termination.  
The agreement may be terminated by either Kirsten’s Zoo or the Foster Parent at any time and the foster animal is to be 
returned to Kirsten’s Zoo.  Upon notice of termination by either party, the Foster Parent will keep the animal safe and 
continue to house and care for the animal as required by this agreement until arrangements can be made for return of the 
animal to Kirsten’s Zoo. The Foster Parent agrees to co-operate in efforts including helping with necessary arrangements 
for the safe return of the animal to Kirsten’s Zoo.
 

6. Not Assignable.  This agreement is not assignable by the Foster Parent

7. Release. 
The Foster Parent, his/her spouse, heirs, executors, personal representatives and assigns, agrees never to bring a claim or
suit against Kirsten’s Zoo. The Foster Parent releases Kirsten’s Zoo, its representatives and volunteers from all liability 
arising from caring for the animal during the foster period.  The Foster Parent understand this agreement discharges 
Kirsten’s Zoo, its representatives and volunteers from any liability in respect of any damages or loss, either personal or to 
property, that may be incurred as a result of fostering the above described animal.
 

8. Change of Contact Information. 
In the event that the Foster Parent changes contact information or moves, he or she agrees to contact Kirsten’s Zoo with 
updated contact information.
 
The Foster Parent agrees that he or she is legally competent to enter into this agreement.
This agreement is enter into this day of                           2016.
 
 
____________________________________________     ___________________
Signature of Foster Parent                                                    Date

 
 

____________________________________________     ___________________________
Signature of Kirsten’s Zoo                                                     Date
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